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Whether hippocampal map realignment is coupled more strongly
to position or time was studied in rats trained to shuttle on a
linear track. The rats were required to run from a start box and to
pause at a goal location at a fixed location relative to stable distal
cues (room-aligned coordinate frame). The origin of each lap was
varied by shifting the start box and track as a unit (box-aligned
coordinate frame) along the direction of travel. As observed by
Gothard et al. (1996a), on each lap the hippocampal activity
realigned from a representation that was box-aligned to one that
was room-aligned. We studied the dynamics of this transition
using a measure of how well the moment-by-moment ensemble
activity matched the expected activity given the location of the

animal in each coordinate frame. The coherency ratio, defined as
the ratio of the matches for the two coordinate systems, provides
a quantitative measure of the ensemble activity alignment and
was used to compare four possible descriptions of the realignment process. The elapsed time since leaving the box provided
a better predictor of the occurrence of the transition than any of
the three spatial parameters investigated, suggesting that the
shift between coordinate systems is at least partially governed by
a stochastic, time-dependent process.

Hippocampal pyramidal cells (“place cells”) display remarkable
correlations with the position of an animal within an environment
(the “place field” of the cell; O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971) (for
review, see Redish, 1999). Both internal (e.g., vestibular and proprioceptive) and external (e.g., exterosensory) cues contribute to
the generation of location-specific activity of hippocampal pyramidal cells (O’Keefe, 1976; Sharp et al., 1995; McNaughton et al.,
1996; Touretzky and Redish, 1996; Knierim et al., 1998).
To examine the interaction between these positional signals,
Gothard et al. (1996a) trained rats to shuttle back and forth along
a linear track with a variable start location. This task defines two
dissociable spatial coordinate frames: (1) the room alignment—
constant relative to the distal cues within the room, (2) the box
alignment—constant relative to the distance the rat has traveled
from the box. Gothard et al. found that place fields near the box
consisted of spikes more tightly clustered in the box-aligned frame,
whereas place fields far from the box consisted of spikes more
tightly clustered in the room-aligned frame. One possible explanation of this result is that path integration and external cues interact
competitively (Gothard et al., 1996a; Samsonovich and McNaughton, 1997; Redish, 1999). Such a competition implies that the
transition will occur when the degree of mismatch between internal
and external signals reaches some critical value. Alternatively, the
result can be explained by a competition between representations
of different cue sets (Fenton and Muller, 1996; O’Keefe and Burgess, 1996). These different theories predict different relationships
between hippocampal ensemble activity alignments and various
spatial and temporal variables. Because the recordings made by
Gothard et al. were pooled across trials, only limited aspects of

these relationships could be measured. Novel methods presented in
this paper allow detection of alignments on a moment-by-moment
basis within a trial, which allows more detailed measurement of
these relationships.
Realignment of hippocampal representations within an environment has been observed under a number of different cue-conflict
situations (O’Keefe and Conway, 1978; Miller and Best, 1980;
Kubie and Ranck, 1983; O’Keefe and Speakman, 1987; Shapiro et
al., 1989; Sharp et al., 1995; Gothard et al., 1996b; O’Keefe and
Burgess, 1996; Knierim et al., 1998), and the questions of the
dynamics of the realignment have been addressed by a number of
different hippocampal models (Wan et al., 1994; Touretzky and
Redish, 1996; Samsonovich and McNaughton, 1997; Redish and
Touretzky, 1997b; Redish, 1999), but progress in experimentally
discriminating among various possible mechanisms has been hampered by limitations in analytical methods for quantifying the
alignment of the hippocampal ensemble activity within a short
temporal window. Given a sufficiently large sample of simultaneously recorded neurons, the approach described below enables
the examination of the characteristics of this realignment on a
moment-by-moment basis. Using this method, we have addressed
the questions of whether the realignment occurs at a constant
distance from the box, at a constant location relative to the distal
cues, at the midpoint between the box and the salient room-aligned
cue at the end of the track, or at a constant time after the onset of
mismatch (i.e., after leaving the box).
Some of the results in this paper have been published in abstract
form (Redish et al., 1999).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
Six male, Fischer-344 rats (three 9 –12 months and three 27–32 months)
were used in this study. Data were pooled across age groups; age-related
differences will be left for f uture study with more subjects. Animals were
motivated by food deprivation (but maintained at 80% of ad libitum
feeding weight or higher) as well as by medial forebrain bundle stimulation.
Water was available ad libitum throughout the day.

Training chronology
All animals were handled 15 min /d for a week and then were tested in the
Morris swim task (Morris, 1981) (see Barnes et al., 1997, for procedural
details used). Both hidden-platform and visible-platform versions were
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used. All animals described in this study successf ully completed the
visible-platform version of the task.
The animals were then trained on an elevated rectangular track (93 ⫻ 43
cm; 10-cm-wide track). The apparatus also had a cross track bisecting its
length. Rats were neither encouraged nor discouraged from using the cross
track. Briefly, food was available at two corners of the track; two corners
were unbaited. Each time the rat touched a corner, the food at the baited
corners was replaced if necessary. Thus, the animal could get food by going
to an unbaited corner and then back to a baited corner or by going to the
other baited corner. Well trained animals learned to alternate between the
two baited corners. Animals received one 30 min session per day until they
were eating 30 – 60 times in the session. This typically took 5– 8 d. Distal
cues were not controlled during this phase of pretraining.
Animals were then trained to shuttle back and forth on a linear track
(182 ⫻ 16 cm). Distal cues were available around the walls of the room (⬃2
m away, large blocks of white and black curtains, and small white and black
posters). The cue configuration was maintained throughout the remainder
of pretraining as well as during the linear track task (see below). The rats
left a start box at one end of the track, proceeded to a barrier at the other
end of the track, and returned to the box. After the animal returned to the
box, he received a food reward, the box was closed, and the box and track
were moved (as a unit) along the direction of the long axis of the track.
Reward was never given at the far end of the track, but if the rat did not
reach the end of the track, he did not receive food reward after returning
to the box, and the box was not moved. “Reaching the end of the track” was
measured as having crossed an invisible line 10 cm from the barrier. For
the shuttle task, position was monitored from a ceiling camera (Kohu, San
Diego, CA) by a user in another room, watching on a video screen, who
identified when the animal had crossed the line and told the animal handler
after the animal returned to the box. Animals were taught this task by
gradually increasing the distance that had to be traveled to receive food
reward until they were running all the way to the end of the track and back.
Animals received one 30 min session per day until they were running
20 – 48 laps. This typically took 11–14 d.
At this point in the protocol, the animals were implanted with stimulation and recording electrodes. During the intervening 2–5 d between
pretraining and surgery, animals received ad libitum food and no training.
After surgery, animals were allowed 2–5 d to recover. They were then run
for 3–5 d on the rectangular track (using the protocol described above) and
5–7 d of shuttling on the linear track (using the protocol described above).
This additional pretraining allowed them to get used to carrying the weight
of the implanted hyperdrive, headstage, and cable before learning the task
used during recording.
The linear track task was performed on the same apparatus and with the
same cues as the pretraining shuttle task described above. Briefly, the rat
performed the shuttle task, but if the animal paused for greater than a
minimum delay within the goal zone (8-cm-long; centered 35 cm from the
barrier), he received medial forebrain bundle (M FB) stimulation reward.
The animal could receive a maximum of one reward before reaching the
turn-around at the barrier end of the track and one reward on the return
journey. Although the box and track were moved along the direction of
travel after each trial, the goal zone remained at a constant position within
the room throughout the task. For behavioral analysis, the animal’s position was tracked at 20 Hz from L ED lights on a headstage via a ceiling
camera (Kohu) (tracking hardware, San Diego Instruments). Crossing of
the invisible line near the barrier (to determine if the animal had proceeded to the end of the track) and time spent in the goal zone were
monitored automatically using in-house software written for Discovery
(DataWave Technologies, Boulder C O). The linear track task is summarized in Figure 1.
Animals received two 30 min sessions on the linear track task per day,
separated by a 20 min rest period in a small box adjacent to the track. The
minimum delay began at 0.1 sec (providing stimulation even for animals
running at very fast speeds) and was increased daily until reaching a
maximum of 1.5 sec. Thus, delay remained constant within a day, but was
variable from day to day.

Surgery and recording
After completing pretraining, the animals were implanted with a hyperdrive (a microdrive allowing individual manipulations of 12 tetrodes and
two EEG probes; Wilson and McNaughton, 1993; Gothard et al., 1996a;
Knierim et al., 2000) over the right dorsal CA1 and CA3 regions of the
hippocampus (AP ⫺3.8 mm, lateral ⫹2.0 mm). Each tetrode consisted of
four twisted 14 m enamel-insulated nichrome wires (McNaughton et al.,
1983; O’Keefe and Recce, 1993; Wilson and McNaughton, 1993). The
tetrode tips were gold-plated, resulting in impedances at 1 kHz of 0.5–1.0
M⍀.
At the time of hyperdrive implantation, animals were also implanted
with stimulation electrodes, placed stereotaxically into the medial forebrain bundle at AP ⫹0 mm, lateral ⫾1.9 mm, and ventral 8.5 mm, at a 20°
angle. Stimulation electrodes consisted of two twisted 125 m Tefloncoated stainless steel wires, with the insulation removed from the final 0.25
mm of the two wires. The wire tips were separated vertically by 1 mm.
National Institutes of Health guidelines were followed for all surgical
procedures. Briefly, rats were deeply anesthetized with Nembutal (sodium
pentobarbital; Abbott Labs, Irving, TX, 32– 40 mg / kg, depending on the
rat’s age), and placed in a stereotaxic apparatus. Bicillin (Wyeth Labora-
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Figure 1. The apparatus consisted of an elevated, linear track (182 ⫻ 16
cm), covered with thin, gray carpet. Each trial began with the animal in the
closed box (a). The box was opened, and the animal left the box (b). If the
animal paused within the goal zone for longer than the minimum delay
(variable by day from 0.1 to 1.5 sec) then he received medial forebrain
bundle stimulation (c). Animals could earn only one stimulation before
crossing the complete journey threshold 10 cm from the barrier (d). After
crossing the threshold, animals turned around, and returned to the box
(d–f). The animal could earn another stimulation reward on the inbound
journey if he paused in the goal zone for longer than the minimum delay (e).
When the animal returned to the box, the box was closed (f), and the animal
received a small food reward (g). This marked the end of the trial. The box
and track were moved (as a unit) along the long axis of the track before the
beginning of the next trial (h). Because the goal zone remained constant in
room coordinates (goal location indicated by shaded square), local cues
provided no information about the location of the goal zone.
tories; 0.1 cc, i.m. per hind leg) was given to combat infection, the skull was
then cleared of skin and fascia, and eight holes were drilled to accommodate jeweler’s screws to anchor the implant. Rectangular holes were drilled
around the stimulation electrode entry sites. Stimulation electrodes were
placed stereotaxically and then cemented in place with dental acrylic. A
circular hole was drilled over the dorsal hippocampus on the right side of
the brain, at coordinates of ⬃3.8 mm posterior to bregma and 2.0 mm
lateral to the midline (depending on blood vessel location), into which the
hyperdrive array was positioned and cemented in place with dental acrylic.
After surgery, children’s T ylenol was used to control postoperative pain.
Neural signals were amplified on a headstage with unity gain and then
again with variable gain amplifiers (up to 5K , Assembly Hunter amplifiers,
NeuraLynx). Neural signals were filtered between 600 and 6000 Hz. All
waveforms crossing a threshold were recorded (Cheetah recording system,
NeuraLynx). Because a tetrode consists of four closely spaced wires, spikes
from different cells produce differentiable patterns on the four channels
(McNaughton et al., 1983; O’Keefe and Recce, 1993; Wilson and McNaughton, 1993). Putative cells (clusters in the feature space defined by the
four channels) were separated subjectively using in-house software
(XC lust, M. Wilson; MC lust, A. D. Redish). C ells were classified as
pyramidal cells or interneurons based on waveform shape, interspike
interval histograms, and average firing rate (Ranck, 1973; O’Keefe and
Conway, 1978; Kubie and Ranck, 1983). Only cells with firing characteristics typical of pyramidal cells were included in our analyses (Ranck, 1973;
Markus et al., 1995; O’Keefe and Conway, 1978). All cells were required
to have no interspike intervals ⬍2 msec to ensure that spike trains had
physiologically plausible refractory periods consistent with single units
(Ranck, 1973; Markus et al., 1995). Spikes recorded while the animal was
not moving (speed ⬍7 cm /sec) were dropped from f urther analyses.
Finally, cells were required to fire at least 100 action potentials on the track
to be included in f urther analyses.
Each day, tetrodes were advanced until cells were observed or until each
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Figure 2. Definition of the terms trial, lap, and journey. Plot shows a 5 min
portion of one animal’s position record. Heavy lines crossing the bottom of
the trace indicate the front of the start box; heavy line crossing the top of the
trace indicates the complete journey threshold. Each trial consisted of
leaving the start box, crossing the complete journey threshold, and returning
to the box. The box was moved between trials. Each lap consisted of leaving
the box and returning to it, whether or not the animal reached the complete
journey threshold. Outbound and inbound journeys divided each lap at the
maximal point of travel on that lap. Note that one trial could include
multiple laps (but had to include at least one), but each lap included only
one outbound and one inbound journey (data from session 6591 LT 25 a).
tetrode had been advanced no more than 20 –160 m (depending on the
tetrode’s proximity to the hippocampus). The recording quality of cells was
assessed while the rat rested on a small platform next to the apparatus.
For neurophysiological analysis, a second tracking system was used that
followed the animal’s position at 60 Hz from the L EDs on the headstage
via the ceiling camera (Kohu) (tracking hardware, Cheetah system,
Neuralynx).

Analysis methods
Position
The two-dimensional position (x, y) was projected onto a line stretching
along the length of the track (measured from the center of the back of the
box to the center of the barrier). This produced a one-dimensional measure of position in the room (v), used for all analyses. Only data from the
track were analyzed; data taken while the animal was in the box were
dropped from all analyses. The animal’s running speed was calculated by
first smoothing the position data with a 100 msec Hamming window and
then measuring the change in position from one sample to the next.

Journey
A lap was defined as an excursion from the start box. That is, each time an
animal left and returned to the box, he had completed one lap, whether or
not he had proceeded far enough along the track to complete the trial, and
whether or not the box was closed between excursions (Fig. 2). Laps were
separated into outbound and inbound journeys by dividing the lap at the
maximum point of travel. Thus, all laps consisted of one outbound journey
followed by one inbound journey. It is important to note that the outbound
journeys did not consist of only outbound motion; animals occasionally
turned around to retrace part of a path and then continued in the outbound
direction. Inbound journeys were similarly heterogeneous.

Spike-density histograms versus place fields
The spatial aspects of hippocampal pyramidal cell activity are commonly
quantified as the place field of the cell (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971):
typically the action potentials of each cell are plotted as a f unction of the
animal’s position at the time each spike occurred. The resulting histogram
is then normalized by the amount of time the animal spent at each location
(Muller et al., 1987). Such occupancy-normalized firing rate histograms
are not usef ul, however, for experiments such as this one, in which
pyramidal cell activity is analyzed over independently shifted spatial
coordinate systems. The normalization leads to a systematic distortion
because space is not identically sampled in the two coordinate systems.
This is illustrated in Figure 3a, which shows the average time spent by the
animals at each location on the track as measured in the room-aligned
coordinate system. Note that the occupancy was fairly consistent over most
of the track, but dropped off linearly in the area encompassed by the
variable start location. This occurs because an animal will only be able to
occupy the positions near zero when the track is at its longest configurations. At shorter track configurations, the animal will be physically unable
to reach the positions near zero. A similar argument explains Figure 3b, in
which the average time spent by the animals at each location on the track

Figure 3. Occupancy in the two coordinate systems. Line indicates the
median proportion of time spent at each location over all animals over all
sessions (n ⫽ 6 animals, bars indicate SE). a, Occupancy as a function of
position in the room-aligned coordinate frame. The barrier remains at a
constant position, but the box is moved with each trial. The sharp drop in
occupancy in the left portion of the figure is caused by the variable starting
box location. Note that in the area not affected by the variable starting box
location, the occupancy is nearly constant. b, Occupancy as a function of
position in the box-aligned coordinate frame. In this coordinate frame, the
box remains constant, but the distance from the box to the barrier changes.
This variability in available length of the track produces the sharp drop in
occupancy in the right portion of the figure. Again, note that in the area not
affected by the variable length of the track, the occupancy is nearly
constant.
as measured in the box-aligned coordinate system was fairly consistent
over most of the track but dropped off linearly near the barrier.
The effect this has on place fields can be seen in the cell shown in Figure
7. This cell fired at the end of the track near the barrier. Observing the
data, this cell can be qualitatively described as firing at a consistent
location in the room-aligned coordinate frame (see Fig. 7b). Because the
starting box covers a range of ⬃60 cm, the distribution of the animal’s
locations measured in box-aligned coordinates at which the cell fired a
spike is spread out relative to the distribution of locations measured in the
room-aligned coordinate frame (Fig. 7a). However, the overall locations
sampled by the animal are not also spread out evenly: the farthest reaches
of the box-aligned coordinate system can only be sampled at the longest
track configuration. Therefore the place field appears distorted in the
box-aligned coordinate frame (see Fig. 7e).
Note that the cell shown in Figure 6 does not show this same distortion
because the field of the cell lies in the midrange of the track. However, a
cell with a box-aligned place field that lay very close to the box would have
a distorted place field measured in the room-aligned coordinate frame. In
other words, place fields near the barrier are distorted when measured in
the box-aligned coordinate frame (as shown in Fig. 7e), place fields near
the box are distorted when measured in the room-aligned coordinate frame
(data not shown), and place fields in the middle of the track are not
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distorted in either coordinate frame (see Fig. 6). This distortion is entirely
attributable to spatial sampling at the extremes of the track.
The “coherency ratio” measurement used in this paper (see below)
assumes that the spatial firing fields of each cell within a fixed coordinate
frame can be approximated by a Gaussian. Although place fields on linear
tracks do show some skew even in tasks in which space is held constant
(Mehta et al., 1997), the distortion from a Gaussian is small enough not to
affect the calculations. However, the distortion of place fields shown in
Figure 7e is too far deviated from a Gaussian, and it makes the calculation
of the coherency ratio unsound if place fields are used.
One alternative is to calculate a spike-density histogram (SDH). This
method simply leaves out the occupancy normalization. This is valid
because, over the course of many trials, the rats in this study occupied each
position for approximately the same amount of time (except, of course, in
the range of the tails produced by the variable start location). As shown in
Figure 3, the spatial sampling was nearly constant over the part of the
journey not covered by the variable box (in the room-centered coordinate
frame; Fig. 3a) or the variable barrier (in the box-centered coordinate
frame; Fig. 3b). This means that although spike density histograms are, in
general, sensitive to the animal’s behavior, in this study, the behavior was
consistent enough to allow their use. As shown in Figure 7, c and e,
calculating SDHs produces clean spatial fields that are more qualitatively
similar to those seen in tasks with a constant spatial coordinate frame.
Thus, hereafter the terms “field” and “spatial firing field” shall refer not to
a place field, but to a spike-density histogram.

Figure 4. The activity packet is defined as the sum of the spatial fields,
each field weighted by the firing rate of the corresponding cell within a short
time-window. Spatial-density fields (SDHs) of three model cells are shown.
The activity packet is the sum of five times the top field plus 40 times the
middle field plus five times the bottom field, divided by 50.

The coherency ratio
The coherency ratio is a means of comparing the quality of a distributed
representation of position within two coordinate systems on a moment-bymoment basis. For each coordinate system, the ensemble activity within a
brief time window is compared to the expected ensemble activity given the
actual position of the rat in that coordinate system. In other words, the
coherency for a coordinate system measures how typical the ensemble
activity observed within that time window is when compared to ensemble
activity in experiments with a constant spatial coordinate frame. The ratio
between the coherency measured for each coordinate system gives a
quantitative measure of which coordinate system is better represented by
the ensemble activity in that time window.
Finding the coherency ratio entails three major steps: (1) finding the
activity packet (see below) in each coordinate system —this measures the
spatial correlates of the ensemble activity at a moment in time, (2) finding
the coherency of the representation in each coordinate system by comparing the actual activity packet with the expected activity packet—this
measures how typical the ensemble activity is relative to the expected
activity given the position of the animal at a moment in time, and (3)
taking the ratio between the coherencies in the two coordinate systems.
Because a larger coherency indicates a better fit between the observed and
expected ensemble activity, taking the ratio enables a comparison between
how typical the observed ensemble activity in each coordinate system is.
Although the coherency ratio is well defined for a two-dimensional environment and can be easily generalized to any input parameters (such as, for
example, orientation of a visual stimulus for visual cortex ensemble activity),
for simplicity, it is presented for a one-dimensional environment here.
Step 1: the activit y pack et. The activity packet is a measure of the
ensemble activity within a brief time window. The definition of the activity
packet presented here is equivalent to the definition used by Samsonovich
and McNaughton (1997).
Let SiC(v) be the spike-density-histogram for cell i, i.e., the number of
spikes fired, over all trials, by cell i while the animal was at position v in
coordinate frame C, normalized by the total number of spikes cell i fired.
This is the spatial firing field of cell i. All spike-density histograms were
normalized by the total number of spikes fired by each cell in the session.
Let Fi(t) be the firing rate of cell i at time t. This was measured by taking
the number of spikes fired by cell i over a brief time window.
Then the activity packet at time t in coordinate frame C, AC
t (v), is defined
as the mean of the fields, weighted by the firing rate of each cell. Like the
fields themselves, it is a function of position v:

A Ct 共 v 兲 ⫽

⌺ i共 F i共 t 兲 䡠 S iC共 v 兲兲
.
⌺ iF i共 t 兲

(1)

See Figure 4 for a diagram of how to calculate the activity packet from a
population of spatial firing fields. Figure 5 shows the average activity
packet recorded from a previous experiment on a similar track with a
stable starting position (Redish et al., 2000).
Step 2: the coherenc y of the activit y pack et. On a track of 180 cm, in a task
with a stable starting position, activity packets are generally well-fit by
appropriately centered Gaussians with an SD of 9 cm (A. D. Redish, B. L.
McNaughton, and C. A. Barnes, unpublished data from four rats; Fig. 5).
This Gaussian G(v) can be taken as a canonical activity packet to which the
actual activity packet can be compared. The result of the comparison is the
coherency. The coherency, K C(t), of an activity packet at time t is defined
as the inner product of the activity packet, AC
t (v), and the expected activity
packet, Gu(v), centered at the actual position u of the animal in coordinate
C
system C. Because both AC
t (v) and Gu(v) are normalized, K (t) ranges
between 0 and 1.

Figure 5. Average activity packet from outbound journeys of an animal
shuttling back and forth on a 180 cm (8-cm-wide) linear track (Redish,
McNaughton, and Barnes, unpublished data); some of the results from this
pilot experiment were reported in Redish et al. (2000). For this pilot
animal, neither track nor box were moved. For each outbound journey,
activity packets were calculated at 1 sec intervals as described in Materials
and Methods. Activity packets were all aligned to the current position of the
animal. Bars show mean activity packet (error bars show SEM). Solid line
shows Gaussian fit of activity packet with  ⫽ 9 cm. The skewness of the
activity packet is likely to be a consequence of the backward shift of spatial
fields with experience (Mehta et al., 1997) (data from rat #6274; 14
sessions, 593 total laps, average ⫽ 42 laps/session, range ⫽ 21– 67; 273 total
cells, average 19.5 cells in ensemble, range ⫽ 7–37):

K C共 t 兲 ⫽

冘

共 A Ct 共 v 兲 䡠 G u共 v 兲兲 .

(2)

v

Step 3: the coherenc y ratio. To quantif y which coordinate system is the
better indicator of ensemble activity, the coherency ratio is defined as the
ratio between the coherency of the activity packets in each coordinate
system. Thus, the coherency ratio, R(t), at time t is:

R共t兲 ⫽

K room共 t 兲
.
K box共 t 兲

(3)

The equations above have been written as if the coherency ratio were
measured at an instantaneous time. In the analyses presented below, each
journey was divided into 20 equal-duration slices, and the coherency ratio
was measured over those time windows (slice duration ranged from 0.5 to
1.0 sec). Firing rate for a cell was measured as total number of spikes fired
by that cell during the time window. If no cells fired spikes during the time
window, the coherency ratio for that time window was undefined and not
considered in f urther analyses.

Mutual information
Mutual information expresses the amount of information one can deduce
about one variable from the value of another variable. In the current study,
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Figure 6. A typical cell with firing (in this experiment)
related to distance from the box. a, Box-aligned firing. Line
indicates journeys out and back; dots indicate spikes fired
by the cell (only spikes occurring while the animal was on
the track are shown). b, Room-aligned firing. Same data as
in a, but plotted according to position in room. Note the
lack of consistent spatial firing. c, SDH of the cell measured
in the box-aligned coordinate system. d, SDH of the cell
measured in the room-aligned coordinate system. e, Place
field (PF) of the cell measured in the box-aligned coordinate system. f, PF of the cell measured in the room-aligned
coordinate system (data from cell TT4.1 from session 6650
LT 08 a). Compare Figure 7.

for example, it was used to answer the following question: how much does
knowing the position of the animal in the room-aligned coordinate frame
at a given moment in time help one to correctly guess whether or not a
realignment occurs at that moment? How much does knowing the position
of the animal in the box-aligned coordinate frame help?
Mutual information between two variables a and b, I(a, b), was calculated as the difference between the total entropy of the two variables taken
separately, E(a) and E(b), and the entropy of the conjoint distribution of
the two variables E(a, b) (Cover and Thomas, 1991). Entropy was measured as the Shannon information required to represent each variable:

E共 x兲 ⫽

冘

P 共 x 兲 䡠 log2共 P 共 x 兲兲 ,

(4)

x

where P(x) is the probability of the occurrence of x. Thus, the mutual
information was measured as:

I 共 a, b 兲 ⫽ E 共 a 兲 ⫹ E 共 b 兲 ⫺ E 共 a, b 兲 .

(5)

Variables were first binned at the resolution at which they were measured. The entropy of these distributions were calculated as described
above. Each journey was divided into 20 equal-duration slices (see above).
One slice was identified as the transition between representations (outbound journey, first slice with R ⬎ 1.0; inbound journey, first slice with R ⬍
1.0). Each slice was then identified as either being the transition point or
not. Mutual information between these two distributions was calculated as
described above. As noted by Panzeri and Treves (1996), this measure
overestimates the actual mutual information. We therefore factored in a
correction factor (Panzeri, 1996, their Eq. 2.6). Including the correction
factor did not qualitatively change the results.

RESULTS
We recorded 1880 spike trains from six rats over 83 30 min sessions
(two sessions per day). Recordings were taken from the CA1 and
CA3 regions of the hippocampus. Most of the cells recorded were
from the CA1 region, but some tetrodes were located in the CA3
region. Differences between these two regions were not considered
in our analyses.

Field centers and field slopes
As noted by Gothard et al. (1996a), on the early parts of the
outbound journeys, the firing tended to correlate with the rats’
distance from the box. Later, firing tended to correlate with the
rats’ position in the room. The opposite effect occurred on the
return journey. This tendency can be quantified for each cell by
measuring the correlation of the components of its field with the
starting box location (the slope of the field; Gothard et al., 1996a).
Slopes near 1.0 indicate cells that, in this experiment, fired in
relation to the rat’s distance from the box, whereas slopes near 0.0
indicate cells that, in this experiment, fired in relation to the rat’s
position in the room. Figure 6 shows a cell with a field tightly tied
to the starting box location (slope ⫽ 0.85), and Figure 7 shows one
with a field unrelated to the starting box location (slope ⫽ 0.19).
Figure 8a illustrates the high correlation (i.e., large slope) of the
position of the field of the first cell with the starting box location.
Figure 8b, conversely, illustrates the low correlation (i.e., small
slope) of the position of the field of the second cell with the starting
box location. Instead, this second cell tended to fire at a consistent
position in the room.
Also as noted by Gothard et al. (1996a), fields with a particular
slope were not randomly distributed along the track: cells with
fields near the box tended to fire in relation to the rat’s distance
from the box (high slope), whereas cells with fields far from the box
tended to fire in relation to the position in the room (low slope).
Figure 9 shows, for all cells recorded, the slope of the field of each
cell versus the position of the field of the cell in the room. There
was a significant relationship between the slope of the field and the
position of the field in the room in each of the six animals during
both the inbound and outbound journeys (one-factor ANOVA;
outbound, P ⬍ 10 ⫺10, df ⫽ 14, 1550, F ⫽ 18.37; inbound: P ⬍
10 ⫺10, df ⫽ 13, 1457, F ⫽ 20.12). These results essentially replicate
those of Gothard et al. (1996a).
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Figure 7. A typical cell with firing (in this experiment)
related to position in the room. a, Box-aligned firing. Line
indicates journeys out and back; dots indicate spikes fired
by the cell (only spikes occurring while the animal was on
the track are shown). Note the lack of consistent spatial
firing. b, Room-aligned firing. Same data as in a, but
plotted according to position in room. c, SDH of the cell
measured in the box-aligned coordinate system. d, SDH of
the cell measured in the room-aligned coordinate system. e,
PF of the cell measured in the box-aligned coordinate
system. f, PF of the cell measured in the room-aligned
coordinate system (data from cell TT6.3 from session 6650
LT 08 a). Compare Figure 6.

Figure 8. a, Slope of the field of the cell shown in Figure
6. Each spike fired by the cell is plotted relative to the
starting position of the lap and the position of the animal
in the room at the time of the spike. Note the consistent
firing relative to the variable starting position. b, Slope of
the field of the cell shown in Figure 7. Each spike fired by
the cell is plotted relative to the starting position of the
lap and the position of the animal in the room at the time
of the spike. Note the consistent firing relative to position
in the room.

The hippocampal ensemble changes alignment across
the journey
Because multiple cells (average ⫽ 22; range ⫽ 8 – 46) were recorded simultaneously in each session, questions can be asked
about the properties of the hippocampal ensemble. To address the
question of whether the ensemble progresses from a wholly boxrelated representation to a wholly room-related representation,
expected values for the coherency ratio need to be determined
given completely box-aligned or completely room-aligned activity.
We first derive quantitative predictions for these two values, then,
by measuring the coherency ratio over the first and last 10% of each
outbound and each inbound journey, we show that the predictions
closely approximate the actual observations.

The coherency ratio: expected values
From the properties of the track, it is possible to calculate expected
values for the coherency ratio given a completely box-aligned
activity packet and a completely room-aligned packet (see Appendix). These calculations are quantitative predictions derived from
the theory that the hippocampal ensemble activity represents position within either one spatial coordinate system or the other.
The derivation starts from three critical assumptions: (1) spatial

fields can be approximated by Gaussians of width p , (2) activity
packets in some coordinate system (hereafter referred to as the
ideal coordinate system) can be approximated by Gaussians of
width g , and (3) the coordinate system being measured is shifted
over time (in this experiment, trial by trial) from the ideal coordinate system by a uniform random distribution which has the effect
of spreading spatial fields by a factor ␥. The derivation thus begins
with:

K⫽

冕

⫹⬁

⫺⬁

G x 0共 x 兲 䡠

冕

⫹⬁

F y共 x 0兲 䡠 P y␥共 x 兲 䡠 dx 䡠 d y,

(6)

⫺⬁

where x0 is the location of the animal in the coordinate system
being measured (spanned by x), Gx0(x) is the Gaussian fit to the
expected activity packet, Fy(x0 ) is the firing rate of the cell centered
at location y given that the animal is at location x0 , and Py␥(x) is the
spatial field of the cell with field center y measured in the space
spanned by x, which is shifted from the ideal coordinate system by
factor ␥. The derivation thus assumes an infinite space (spanned by
the variable x 僆 [⫺⬁, ⫹⬁]), spanned by a continuous population of
fields (with centers y 僆 [⫺⬁, ⫹⬁]).
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system (by definition), so ␥r ⫽ 1, and by the same argument made
in the previous sentence, ␥b ⫽ 3. Average activity packet width (g )
was measured by measuring the activity packet over a 1000 msec
time window every 1000 msec. Average activity packet width was 9
cm. Given these measurements and Equation 8, the expected
coherency ratio of an ideal room-aligned packet will be 1.6 and that
of an ideal box-aligned packet will be 0.6.

Neurophysiology
On the outbound journey, the typical coherency ratios started near
0.6 and ended near 1.6 for all six animals (Fig. 10a), whereas on the
inbound journey, the coherency ratios started near 1.6 and ended
near 0.6 for all six animals (Fig. 10b). Thus, at the beginning of the
outbound journey, as the animal left the start box, the hippocampal
activity reflected position wholly aligned to the box, but as the
animal turned around (ending the outbound and beginning the
inbound journey), hippocampal activity reflected position wholly
with respect to the room. Then, as the animal returned to the box
(completing the inbound journey), the hippocampal activity patterns returned to a representation wholly aligned to the box.

Transitions between alignments

Figure 9. Slopes of all spatial firing fields recorded from all animals as a
function of the median position of the spatial firing field. Slope was
calculated as correlation of firing with starting position (i.e., the field of the
cell shown in Fig. 6 had a slope of 0.85, and the field of the cell shown in
Fig. 7 had a slope of 0.19). a, Outbound fields. b, Inbound fields. Heavy lines
with error bars indicate SD around the median. This replicates the findings
of Gothard et al. (1996a).

The expected coherency K for an activity packet measured in a
coordinate system shifted by ␥ from the ideal coordinate system is:

expected K ⫽ 1/ 冑2  共共 ␥ 2 ⫹ 1 兲  2p ⫹  2g 兲 ,

(7)

where p is the typical width of a place field in the ideal coordinate
system, and g is the width of the expected activity packet in that
coordinate system. Thus, the coherency ratio between packets
measured in the two coordinate systems (room-aligned shifted by ␥r
relative to the ideal coordinate system, and box-aligned shifted by
␥b relative to the ideal coordinate system) is:

expected R ⫽

K room共 t 兲
⫽
K box共 t 兲

冑2  共共 ␥ 2b ⫹ 1 兲  2p ⫹  2g 兲
.
冑2  共共 ␥ r2 ⫹ 1 兲  2p ⫹  2g 兲

(8)

The linear track used in this experiment was 182-cm-long; the
starting position could vary by as much as 60 cm. Estimates for p
and g were determined from previously recorded pilot data, in
which animals shuttled back and forth on a 180 cm linear track with
a constant start (Redish, McNaughton, and Barnes, unpublished
data). Average spatial field width (p ) was measured as the average
SD of the spike density histograms of all cells firing ⬎100 spikes on
the track. Average spatial field width was 20 cm. For a completely
box-aligned activity packet, the box-aligned coordinate system is
unshifted relative to the ideal coordinate system (by definition), so
␥b ⫽ 1, and because the box moves by up to 60 cm, the roomaligned coordinate system is shifted by a factor ␥r ⫽ 60 cm/20 cm ⫽
3. For a completely room-aligned activity packet, the room-aligned
coordinate system is unshifted relative to the ideal coordinate

The result above demonstrated a shift in the ensemble activity from
a box-aligned to a room-aligned reference frame across the journey.
Because the coherency ratio enables a moment-to-moment analysis
of the system, it can be used to determine when the actual transition
occurred. This time-of-transition can be used to examine the consistencies in the dynamics of the realignment process.
Consistencies in the dynamics were addressed by dividing each
outbound and each inbound journey into 20 equal-duration time
slices and measuring the coherency ratio at each time slice. Because (by definition) a coherency ratio R ⬎ 1.0 implies a more
room-aligned representation, whereas a coherency ratio R ⬍ 1.0
implies a more box-aligned representation, the first time slice with
a ratio R ⬎ 1.0 was identified as the transition (note that, because
R is a ratio, R ⫽ 1.0 when the two measured coherencies are equal).
Figure 11 shows one outbound journey from one animal. The
transition point is identified as the slice occurring ⬃7.5 sec after the
animal left the box. Although this transition measure is noisy, by
looking at a population of many transitions (55–700 per animal),
consistencies can be identified.
From distributions of the transitions, consistencies in four domains were measured: (1) location of animal in the room-aligned
coordinate frame, (2) location of the animal in the box-aligned
coordinate frame, (3) location of the animal relative to the midpoint between the box and the barrier, and (4) time since the
animal began the journey. These four hypotheses derive from
published theories that explain aspects of hippocampal spatial
activity (McNaughton et al., 1996; Touretzky and Redish, 1996;
O’Keefe and Burgess, 1996; Samsonovich and McNaughton, 1997;
Redish, 1999): (1) rats might use path integration information for
a certain distance from the box, after which they may switch to the
information available from the distal visual cues. This hypothesis
predicts that transitions should have distributed as a Gaussian
centered around a specific point in the box-aligned coordinate
frame. (2) Alternatively, the transition might occur when the rats
see a specific visual cue or group of cues. This hypothesis predicts
that transitions should have distributed as a Gaussian centered
around a specific point in the room-aligned coordinate system. (3)
A third possibility is that specific landmarks might exert control
over their own local space: representations would be sensitive to
distance from the box (i.e., box-aligned) when the animal is closer
to the box and sensitive to distance from the barrier (i.e., roomaligned) when the animal is closer to the barrier. This third
hypothesis predicts that transitions should occur at approximately
the half-way point of the journey. (4) The fourth hypothesis is that
place cells are part of a dynamic system in a semi-stable state that
can cross into another semistable state only after surpassing an
energy barrier. This predicts that transitions should at least par-
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Figure 10. Coherency ratio at the start and end of each
journey. a, Outbound journey. Black circles indicate
median coherency ratio over the first 10% of the journey (as the animal left the box); gray squares indicate
median coherency ratio over the last 10% of the journey
(as the animal reached the barrier). Dashed lines indicate predictions from the expected coherency ratio (derived in Appendix). b, Inbound journey. Gray squares
indicate median ratio over the first 10% of the journey
(as the animal left the barrier); black circles indicate
median coherency ratio over the last 10% of the journey
(as the animal reached the box). Error bars show SEM.

since leaving the box provided more information than roomaligned, box-aligned, or midpoint-aligned coordinates, indicating
that the transitions were more consistent in time than in any spatial
domain (two-tailed sign-test; P ⫽ 0.032 for all comparisons between time and each factor; Siegel, 1956). See Figure 13a.
Because the temporal distribution shown in Figure 12e was well
approximated by a log-normal distribution, average time to transition was measured as the geometric mean, and the SEM was
measured as the geometric SE (Rees, 1987; Limpert, 1999). The
geometric mean of the time to transition for the outbound journeys
ranged from 5 to 18 sec but remained approximately constant for
each animal (SE of the geometric mean ranged from 3 to 18%).
Similar results were obtained using the median of the distribution
(Table 1).

Inbound journeys
Figure 11. Change in coherency ratio over a single outbound journey from
a single animal. The outbound journey was divided into 20 equal-duration
time slices (only 14/20 time windows included spikes; others are not shown).
The coherency ratio was measured at each time window. Early time
windows had coherency ratios near 0.6, late windows had ratios near 1.6.
The first time window with a coherency ratio R ⬎ 1.0 (i.e., better aligned to
room coordinates than to box coordinates) was defined as the transition
point (indicated by circled point). On this journey, the transition point
occurred ⬃8 sec after the animal left the box (data from lap 2 of session
6591 LT 25 a, 29 cells in ensemble).

tially depend on the time elapsed since the mismatch between the
sensory and idiothetic cues occurred.

Outbound journeys
Figure 12 shows histograms of transitions from all outbound journeys by a single animal. The distributions of transitions in the three
spatial domains did not show reliable consistencies, but the distribution in the temporal domain was well fit by a log-normal distribution. All six animals showed distributions similar to the examples
shown in Figure 12.
Because the scales are different for time and space, it is impossible to compare the histograms in Figure 12 directly. Therefore,
we measured the mutual information (Cover and Thomas, 1991)
between each of these four domains (time since leaving the box,
room-coordinates, box-coordinates, and position relative to the
midpoint between box and barrier) and whether the time slice
contained a transition point or not. In other words, the mutual
information between the temporal domain and the occurrence of a
transition expressed how much knowing the answer to the question,
“How much time has passed since the animal left the box?” helped
one to answer the question, “Did a realignment occur at time t?”
Similarly, the mutual information between the spatial domain of
the room and the occurrence of a transition expressed how much
knowing the answer to the question, “Where is the animal in the
room-aligned coordinate frame?” helped one answer the question,
“Did a realignment occur at location x?” For all six animals, time

On inbound journeys, the hippocampal ensemble activity also
tended to realign, but from a room-aligned representation (with a
coherency ratio R near 1.6) back to a box-aligned representation
(with a coherency ratio R near 0.6) (Fig. 10). To measure the
consistencies of the inbound realignment, inbound journeys were
divided into 20 equal-duration time slices, and transition points on
the inbound journey were measured as the first slice with a coherency ratio R ⬍ 1.0. As with the outbound journeys, four consistencies were measured: how consistent the transition was relative to
the animal’s location in the room-aligned coordinate frame, how
consistent the transition was relative to the animal’s location in the
box-aligned coordinate frame, how consistent the transition was
relative to the midpoint between the box and the barrier, and how
consistent the transition was relative to time elapsed since the
animal began the inbound journey. Note that, for the inbound
journeys, elapsed time was not measured from the moment the
animal left the box, but from the moment the animal began its
return to the box after reaching its maximum point of travel on the
lap in question (Fig. 2).
Inbound journeys showed the same properties as the outbound:
for all six animals, knowing the time elapsed from the beginning of
the inbound journey provided more information about the occurrence of a transition than did knowing the animal’s location in any
spatial domain, indicating that the transitions were more consistent
in time than in any spatial domain (two-tailed sign-test; P ⫽ 0.032
for all comparisons between time and each factor; Siegel, 1956)
(Fig. 13b).
Like the outbound journeys, the distribution of times elapsed
between beginning of inbound journey and the transition again
distributed log-normally. Therefore, typical times were again measured using geometric mean and geometric SE (Rees, 1987; Limpert, 1999). The geometric mean of the time to transition for the
inbound journeys ranged from 3 to 12 sec but remained approximately constant for each animal (SE of the geometric mean ranged
from 5 to 23%). Again, median of the distribution provided similar
results (Table 1).
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Figure 12. The distribution of transition points over all outbound journeys from a single animal. a, Distribution of transitions as a function of distance
from the box. b, Distribution of transitions as a function of position within the room. c, Distribution of transitions as a function of midpoint between box
and barrier. d,e, Distribution of transitions as a function of time since the animal began the outbound journey. d, Time plotted linearly. e, Time plotted
logarithmically. A Gaussian function has been fit to the distribution of transition times with time plotted on a logarithmic axis (e, heavy line) (data from
animal 6591).
Figure 13. Mutual information between occurrence of the transition and time since the animal
began the journey, position of the animal in the
room, distance of the animal from the box, and
position of the animal relative to the midpoint
between the box and the barrier. A higher mutual
information indicates that the measure is a better
predictor of the occurrence of the transition.
These data have been corrected for sample bias
using the correction suggested by Panzeri (1996)
(see Materials and Methods). Whether the correction factor was included or not did not qualitatively change the results (i.e., time still provided
more information). a, Outbound journeys. Note
that time provided more information than position in room (6 of 6, p ⫽ 0.032, two-tailed sign
test), than distance from box (6 of 6, p ⫽ 0.032,
two-tailed sign test), and than position relative to
the midpoint between box and barrier (6 of 6, p ⫽ 0.032, two-tailed sign test). b, Inbound journeys. Note that again time provided more information than
position in room (6 of 6, p ⫽ 0.032, two-tailed sign test), than distance from box (6 of 6, p ⫽ 0.032, two-tailed sign test), and than position relative to the
midpoint between box and barrier (6 of 6, p ⫽ 0.032, two-tailed sign test).

DISCUSSION
The current study examined rats navigating in a task which dissociated two coordinate systems: a coordinate system aligned to the
box and track (box-aligned; local cues) and a coordinate system
aligned to the barrier and the cues around the room (room-aligned;
distal cues). As observed by Gothard et al. (1996a), the alignment
of the hippocampal representation changed from a box-aligned to a
room-aligned representation on the outbound journey and from a
room-aligned back to a box-aligned representation on the inbound
journey. The current study went beyond that of Gothard et al.
(1996a) through the use of the coherency ratio, which allowed the
measurement of properties of the ensemble and the observation of
the realignment on a moment-by-moment basis.
It was shown that the coherency ratio of the ensemble activity on
the outbound journey began at an average across six rats of 0.5 ⫾
0.02 as the animal left the box and reached an average of 1.4 ⫾ 0.08
as the animal reached the barrier; on the inbound journey, the
coherency ratio began at an average of 1.6 ⫾ 0.05 as the animal left
the barrier and returned to an average of 0.7 ⫾ 0.04 as the animal
returned to the box. These numbers were remarkably close to the
predicted values of 0.6 for a wholly box-aligned activity packet and
1.6 for a wholly room-aligned activity packet.

From the measurement of the realignment on a moment-bymoment basis, it was shown that for six of six rats over both
outbound and inbound journeys, the transition was more consistent
in time than it was in any of the three spatial domains tested. The
distribution of transition times could be approximated by a lognormal distribution.

Time versus space
The major conclusion of this study is thus that the realignment of
the hippocampal ensemble activity occurs after a temporal delay
(variable from animal to animal, but consistent within animal). Of
the four hypotheses proposed earlier (1, rats use path integration
for a certain distance; 2, rats use path integration until a specific
visual cue becomes available; 3, specific landmarks exert control
over their own local space, and 4, place cells are part of a dynamic
system that can only cross into a new state after surpassing an
energy barrier), the fourth is the most compatible with the data. It
is possible, of course, that some combination of these hypotheses
could predict the data more completely. For example, perhaps rats
use path integration for a certain distance, after which there is a
temporal delay before the switch occurs. These hybrid hypotheses
are left for future research.
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Table 1. Mean spatial and temporal coordinates of the hippocampal realignment
Outbound journey
Animal
Geometric mean time to transition (sec)
SE
Mean room-coordinate of transition (cm)
Mean track-coordinate of transition (cm)
Mean midpoint-coordinate of transition (cm)
Inbound journey
Animal
Geometric mean time to transition (sec)
SE
Mean room-coordinate of transition (cm)
Mean track-coordinate of transition (cm)
Mean midpoint-coordinate of transition (cm)

6504
17.81
16%
124 ⫾ 34
67 ⫾ 34
4 ⫾ 32

6591
6.81
3%
121 ⫾ 31
64 ⫾ 32
1 ⫾ 30

6608
6.88
4%
109 ⫾ 30
52 ⫾ 32
⫺6 ⫾ 30

6649
7.69
8%
126 ⫾ 33
79 ⫾ 30
11 ⫾ 30

6650
5.34
6%
118 ⫾ 29
65 ⫾ 34
1 ⫾ 30

6682
9.90
18%
117 ⫾ 32
54 ⫾ 36
⫺7 ⫾ 33

6504
12.48
21%
123 ⫾ 44
64 ⫾ 45
0 ⫾ 44

6591
3.02
5%
104 ⫾ 41
48 ⫾ 42
⫺14 ⫾ 41

6608
5.48
5%
108 ⫾ 42
51 ⫾ 44
⫺9 ⫾ 42

6649
2.27
11%
75 ⫾ 38
14 ⫾ 38
⫺46 ⫾ 37

6650
3.27
9%
87 ⫾ 42
31 ⫾ 46
⫺32 ⫾ 43

6682
7.98
23%
113 ⫾ 42
60 ⫾ 41
3 ⫾ 41

Outbound journeys, time measured from when the animal left the start box. Inbound journeys, time measured from when the animal reached his maximal distance from the
box on that lap (i.e., when he turned around). Because time distributed log-normally (see Fig. 12d,e), mean time was measured using the geometric mean, and SEM was measured
as 1/公n ⫺ 1 times the geometric SD. Although the range between animals varied dramatically, mean times to transition remained relatively constant within animal. Three spatial
coordinate systems also included room-aligned coordinates, box-aligned coordinates, and position relative to the midpoint between box and barrier (midpoint coordinates).
Because spatial coordinates were not normally distributed, values are expressed as median (⫾ SD). Note that a uniform distribution covering the entire track would have a SD
of 44 cm. Note also that because of differences between temporal and spatial units, variances of temporal and spatial distributions are not comparable; comparisons were made
with mutual information (see Materials and Methods).

Two other hypotheses have to be considered that predict a
temporal rather than a spatial consistency for the transition point.
First, the hippocampus is a very deep structure and receives inputs
from structures representing highly processed sensory information
(Witter, 1989, 1993). It is possible that the delay observed is simply
a consequence of the processing time required for sensory input to
reach the hippocampus. We find this hypothesis unlikely, however,
because of the extensive data showing that hippocampal cells can
respond quickly to changes in the external world (⬍250 msec; Segal
et al., 1972; Deadwyler et al., 1979; Berger et al., 1983). The delays
observed were all ⬎3 sec (3–18 sec; Table 1).
Second, it has recently been shown that hippocampal pyramidal
cells have a sort of inertia (Redish et al., 2000): once a cell begins
firing, it tends to continue firing for a set time, independent of the
trajectory of the animal. Perhaps the delay is just the amount of
time it takes for firing of certain cells to end once firing has been
initiated. We find this hypothesis unlikely for two reasons. First,
the typical firing of a place cell is ⬍2 sec (12–14 theta cycles;
Skaggs et al., 1995), but the delays observed were ⬎3 sec (3–18 sec;
Table 1). Second, as seen by Gothard et al. (1996a), fields with high
slope (i.e., cells with fields that were tighter in a box-aligned
coordinate frame) were observed to start firing beyond the immediate front of the box. In other words, even cells that started firing
out on the track continued to show fields tighter in the box-aligned
coordinate frame than in the room-aligned coordinate frame, so
the delay cannot be explained solely by ongoing firing of cells that
began firing shortly after leaving the box.
That the realignment occurs after a temporal delay suggests that
there was a stochastic switch occurring somewhere in the system:
after an initial delay during which the system never made a transition, there was a rising probability of transition. The coherency
ratio detects when the measurement crosses a threshold. The mathematics of this follow a large literature of lifetime analysis in
reliability measures, which measure the time to the first occurrence
of an event. Typical examples from this literature follow lognormal or similar distributions (Ansell and Phillips, 1994).
The log-normal distribution of transition times is consistent with
the attractor map model of hippocampal function in which idiothetic (path integration) and external (local view) cues interact to
produce the spatial firing correlates of place cells (McNaughton et
al., 1996; Touretzky and Redish, 1996; Zhang, 1996; Samsonovich
and McNaughton, 1997; Redish, 1999). According to this model,
the activity packet is partially maintained through auto-associative
connections, and the reset occurs because external input provides a
stimulus for a different activity packet. Although insufficient exter-

nal input can directly affect cell firing, and thus change the shape of
the activity packet, the packet returns to its original form when the
external input is removed. In contrast, with sufficient input
strength, the external input overwhelms the activity packet, and the
system makes a nonlinear transition to a new activity packet more
consistent with the external input. Because of the nonlinearity
inherent in the network dynamics of the model, the time that
elapses before a transition occurs will depend on the amount of
external activity and the noise in the system. If one assumes that
the input builds up over time, there will be an initial delay during
which a transition can never occur, followed by a rising probability
of transition. Measuring the time to the transition will produce an
approximately log-normal distribution.
In the attractor-network model of hippocampal function, the
stochastic switch occurs in the hippocampus itself. Our results
cannot be used to prove this theory, they only show that a stochastic
switch occurred somewhere in the system. It is certainly possible
that the switch occurred upstream of the hippocampus and that the
transition measured in the hippocampal ensemble activity followed
this upstream transition.
The coherency ratio measurement included in this paper is able
to detect the time (to a resolution of ⬍1 sec) at which the ensemble
activity realigned from a box-aligned to a room-aligned representation (or vice versa). Because this measurement can detect the
realignment on each lap, consistencies of that realignment could be
measured. For example, the realignment occurred more consistently after a temporal delay than at a specific location in space.
However, nothing can be said from the results presented in this
paper regarding the time course of the transition itself. Some
hippocampal theories suggest that, although there can be a long
delay before the transition begins, its time course should be on the
order of 200 msec or less (Samsonovich and McNaughton, 1997;
Redish and Touretzky, 1997a; Redish, 1999). Although the results
presented in this paper are consistent with a transition with a fast
time course, they are also consistent with a transition with a much
slower time course (on the order of seconds). Regardless of the
time course of the transition itself, the point at which the coherency
ratio reaches R ⫽ 1.0 accurately identifies when the transition is
halfway completed.
Although this study replicates and extends that of Gothard et al.
(1996a), there was a major difference between the two studies: the
animals in Gothard et al. (1996a) had extensive training with an
immobile box (in the longest-track configuration) before the start-
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ing location was varied, whereas the animals in this study never
experienced a stable box. The persistence of the box alignment
(rather than exclusive use of room alignment) in Gothard et al.
(1996a) may have been caused by the extensive training with a
static start location. The results presented in this paper suggest that
this was not the case. The fact that the animals in this task
continued to begin each journey with a box-aligned representation
thus strengthens the conclusion that idiothetic cues are important
in the internal representation of spatial location.
The results presented in this paper suggest that the realignment
between two incompatible spatial reference frames can be explained by a stochastic switch. What that switch is and the specific
mechanisms by which it occurs will have to be left for future
research, as will second-order effects of the transition, such as the
time-course of the transition itself and interaction effects between
the various spatial reference frames. However, the results presented in this paper show conclusively that deterministic explanations of place cell firing as a consequence of external cues are
insufficient; theories of hippocampal activity must take into account the temporal dynamics of change from previous hippocampal
states.

APPENDIX
Derivation of the expected coherency ratio
Define K C(t) as the coherency for an activity packet AC
t (x) measured at time t in coordinate system C. Assume that coordinate
system C spreads spatial fields out by a factor ␥ relative to the ideal
coordinate system (see Materials and Methods). For simplicity,
assume that coordinate system C is infinite and continuous (i.e.,
C ⫽ x 僆 [⫺⬁, ⫹⬁]). Then:

expected K C共 t 兲 ⫽

冕

⫹⬁

A Ct 共 x 兲 䡠 G x0共 x 兲 䡠 dx,

(9)

⫺⬁

where x0 is the current location of the animal in coordinate system
C at time t. Again, for simplicity, assume that the number of cells
is infinite with spatial field centers continuously distributed at
locations y 僆 [⫺⬁, ⫹⬁]. Then the activity packet AC
t (x) is:

A Ct 共 x 兲 ⫽

冕

⫹⬁

F y共 t 兲 䡠 S yC共 x, ␥ 兲 䡠 d y,

(10)

⫺⬁

where Fy(t) is the firing rate at time t of the cell centered at y, and
SyC(x, ␥) is the spatial field of the cell centered at y, measured in
coordinate system C, which spreads spatial fields out by factor ␥.
Combining equations 9 and 10:

expected K C共 t 兲 ⫽

冕

⫹⬁

G x 0共 x 兲 䡠

⫺⬁

冕

⫹⬁

F y共 t 兲 䡠 S yC共 x, ␥ 兲 䡠 d y 䡠 dx.

⫺⬁

(11)
C
y

Approximating the three components Gx0(x), Fy(t), and S (x, ␥) as
Gaussians:

G x 0共 x 兲 ⫽
F y共 t 兲 ⫽
S yC共 x, ␥ 兲 ⫽

冑

1

1

2  2g

冑

1

2

1

2  2p

2

(12)

2

(13)

䡠 e ⫺2关共x⫺x0兲 兴/g ,

䡠 e ⫺2关共y⫺x0共t兲兲 兴/p,

1

冑2  共 ␥ p兲

2

1

2

䡠 e ⫺2关共x⫺y兲 兴/共␥p兲 .
2

2

(14)

Because the variance of the convolution of two Gaussians is the
2
sum of their individual variances, the variance of AC
t (x) is (␥ ⫹
2
2
2
1)p2, and the variance of AC
t (x) 䡠 Gx0(x) is ((␥ ⫹ 1)p ⫹ g ). Thus,

given the known integral of a Gaussian distribution from [⫺⬁,
⫹⬁], this reduces to:

expected K C共 t 兲 ⫽

1

冑2  共共 ␥ 2 ⫹ 1 兲  2p ⫹  2g 兲

.

(15)
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